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Chapter 4

ABSTRACT
Background During childhood, many conditions may impact coordination. Examples are
physiological age-related development and pathological conditions, such as early onset ataxia
(EOA) and developmental coordination disorder (DCD). These conditions are generally diagnosed
by clinical specialists. However, in absence of a gold phenotypic standard, objective reproducibility
among specialists appears limited.
Methods We investigated whether quantitative analysis of an upper limb coordination task
(the finger-to-nose test) could discriminate between physiological and pathological conditions
impacting coordination. We used inertial measurement units to estimate movement trajectories
of the participants while they executed the finger-to-nose test. We employed random forests to
classify each participant in one category.
Findings On average, 87.4% of controls, 74.4% of EOA and 24.8% of DCD patients were correctly
classified. The relatively good classification of EOA patients and controls contrasts with the poor
classification of DCD patients.
Interpretation In absence of a gold phenotypic standard for DCD recognition, it remains elusive
whether the finger-to-nose test in DCD patients represents a sufficiently accurate entity to reflect
symptoms distinctive of this disorder. Based on the relatively good results in EOA patients and
controls, we conclude that quantitative analysis of the finger-to-nose test can provide a reliable
support tool during the assessment of phenotypic EOA.
Abbreviations
DCD

Developmental Coordination Disorder

DoF

Degrees of Freedom

DTW

Dynamic Time Warping

EOA

Early Onset Ataxia

ICARS

International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale

IMU

Inertial Measurment Unit

LOOCV

leave-on-out cross-validation

n2t

Nose-to-target trajectory

PC (A)

Principle Component (Analysis)

RF

Random Forest

SARA

Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia

t2n

Target-to-nose trajectory
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INTRODUCTION
Coordination is the process that allows motor performance through interactions of particular groups
of muscles.1 This term can also be used to describe harmonious movement executions of several
muscles.2 Coordination involves the complex integration of motor and multisensory feedback
signals by different body parts to perform smooth and efficient goal directed movements. Important
aspects for accurate coordination are the knowledge of where and how the body is located in
space (proprioception) and correct estimation of the intended end point of the movement. 3 The
cerebellum is involved in fine-tuning many of the processes related to coordinated movements. It
evaluates, influences and modifies the information it receives from a vast number of multi-sensory
inputs.4 Important sensory input sources for coordination are the muscle receptors (informing
about location, speed and orientation of muscles), otoliths and semi-circular canals in the ear
(informing about head position, which is important for balance) and visual-spatial information
from the eyes (for estimation of distances of intended targets).5 Impaired coordination is associated
with many pediatric conditions such as ataxia, developmental coordination disorder (DCD) and
physiologically immature coordination in young children. Children with physiologically immature
coordination are considered healthy by clinicians and by their parents, even if their coordination
is sub-optimal compared to adults.6,7 For optimal clinical diagnosis, surveillance and treatment
evaluation, it is important to distinguish between these three underlying conditions and to obtain
an objective reliable biomarker for quantitative assessment. Typical symptoms of ataxia that can
be used for its diagnostic recognition are interruptions, exaggerated corrections and errors in
position, direction, and velocity during goal-directed movements.8,9 Due to abnormal sensory input
or deficits in cerebellar fine tuning, goal directed movements, gait and kinetic function may show
ataxic features such as overshooting, impaired timing, intention tremor and increased curvature
of trajectories.9 These symptoms are not always clearly present in all domains of ataxic patients
and, furthermore, features mimicking ataxia may be present in patients under other conditions,
as well. These overlaps may hinder a correct diagnose and indicate the need for a consensus on
the evaluation of symptoms. The term early onset ataxia (EOA), is used for ataxia that starts before
the 25th year of life.10,11 The diagnosis of DCD is often employed by rehabilitation specialists to
specify a condition involving chronically impaired coordination, after exclusion of an explanatory
medical diagnosis and/or major movement disorder (such as ataxia).12 Children with DCD have
difficulties in reaching motor milestones (such as grasping, sitting and standing), sensory-motor
integration, postural control and visual-spatial planning.13-15 As pediatric coordination data should
be interpretable against healthy age-related reference values, it is important to discern these
conditions from immature coordination.6,7 which is explained by ongoing cerebellar growth and
development continuing until 17 years of age.7,16 In absence of a sufficiently reliable biomarker
to differentiate between these underlying conditions, diagnostic methods depend on subjective
recognition by clinical specialists. We have shown that the phenotypic inter-observer agreement
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by clinical experts of ataxia is of moderate strength (Fleiss kappa = 0.45).17 Distinction between
mild ataxia, DCD and physiological immature motor coordination can be very challenging as well.
This induced the question whether semi-quantitative rating scales could support the
phenotypic recognition of the underlying disorders for coordination impairment. In children, the
most frequently applied ataxia rating scales are: the Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia
(SARA)18 (a recently developed, reliable, rating scale for the assessment of coordination in the
domains of gait, upper and lower limbs and speech) and the International Cooperative Ataxia Rating
Scale (ICARS)19. These scales are designed to quantify the severity of ataxia during different tasks. In
a recent study we analyzed movement execution of the same group of children during one of these
tasks, gait, using a similar methodology.20 The correct identification of these conditions using a
single motor task in one domain is highly unlikely or even not possible. However, future integration
of the results of objective assessments of different tasks in gait, posture and kinetic domains
can lead to a more accurate evaluation. Although the SARA was originally designed to evaluate
ataxia severity, Brandsma et al. showed that the scale also reflects other causes of coordination
impairment (such as chorea, myoclonus and dystonia).21 However, until now, it is unknown whether
quantified parameters of SARA and ICARS, (including the finger-to-nose test), could differentiate
between different disorders of coordination impairment.
Analogous to our study on the automatic classification of SARA-gait 20, we aimed to
evaluate whether automatic classification of the SARA finger-to-nose test could also discern
between EOA, DCD and physiological immaturity. We based our analysis on the description of
the assessment of the finger-to-nose test of SARA and ICARS and on the remarks of pediatric
neurologists. We believe that, to achieve a reproducible tool that can be used in clinical practice,
it is important to follow the guidelines established by clinical neurologists. Setting aside the
consensus achieved in SARA and ICARS and creating custom evaluations and custom features,
might lead to a tool unfamiliar to clinical evaluators and therefore not usable in clinical practice.
Based on this, we focused our analysis on the evaluation of dysmetria. We compared the results
of the objective classification against the phenotypic assessment of two clinicians based only on
the finger-to-nose test videos. In general, we expect the finger-to-nose test trajectories in control
children to be more even and uniform, having fewer interruptions and abrupt changes than the
ones of EOA and DCD children of the same age. Under the premise that EOA and DCD diagnoses
concern different visually discernible categories of coordination impairment, we expect that the
automatic analysis of the finger-to-nose test will provide reliable information that, in conjunction
with the objective analysis of other evaluation tests, can lead to a reliable automatic classification.
If so, automatic classification of the finger-to-nose test performances would provide an objective
biomarker for phenotypic and quantitative coordination assessment in young children. Moreover,
the quantification of movement performance could help to monitor motor control development
during follow-up evaluations.
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METHODS
Participants
The study was performed in accordance with the research and integrity codes of the UMCG.
The Medical Ethical Committee of the UMCG provided a waiver for ethical approval because the
clinical finger-to-nose test was performed as part of routine clinical assessment in patients, has
been shown to be harmless and painless to the child and its execution did not involve any risks. After
informed consent by the parents, we included nine EOA, seven DCD and 16 healthy age-matched
control children. The inclusion criteria for EOA were a clinical diagnosis of pediatric ataxia and/or
recognition of ataxia as primary movement disorder, independently assessed by three pediatric
neurologists with expertise in movement disorders. The inclusion criteria for DCD were exclusion
of a movement disorder by a pediatric neurologist and an officially established diagnosis of DCD
in a rehabilitation center. All pediatric patients performed the finger-to-nose test as part of their
routine clinical SARA evaluation. We recruited healthy controls by advertisement. Healthy young
children were not diagnosed with a neurological or orthopedic disorder, and were declared to be
healthy by their parents. The children did not receive medication with a known negative side-effect
on their coordination.

4

Clinical assessment
We videotaped the SARA performances of included patients and healthy controls. Prior to
phenotypic assessment, video-recordings were stripped of identity tags for anonymous phenotypic
and semi-quantitative (SARA) assessment. Two pediatric neurologists independently phenotyped
the anonymous videotapes in random order, not aware of the underlying diagnosis. The pediatric
neurologists indicated whether they observed ataxia as primary movement disorder, or DCD, or
neither during the assessment of the upper limb coordination tests. In all children, we assessed
SARA according to the official guidelines.22 We compared differences between age, total SARA scores
and finger-to-nose scores between the three subgroups by one-way ANOVA test in case of normally
distributed variables and by the Kruskal-Wallis test (with a post hoc Mann-Whitney comparison
when significant) in case of non-normally distributed variables. We assumed a significance level
of α = 0.05.
Protocol
During SARA performance, the participants wore three non-invasive, light weight inertial
measurement units (IMUs) (Shimmer3, Shimmer, Dublin, Ireland23) at the upper arm, lower arm
and index finger (see Fig. 1). For the upper arm, patients placed their hands on their lap and the
IMU was attached half way on the upper arm. The IMU on the lower arm was placed above the
wrist, at approximately one third of the distance between the wrist and the elbow. The last IMU was
placed on top of the index finger, as proximal to the base of the finger as possible. We limited our
measurements to three IMUs to avoid unnecessary discomfort for the patient by placing additional
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Figure 1: Upper limb model (left). Example trajectories described by the END-POINT (right).

The orientation information of each sensor unit was employed to produce the rotations of each rotational
element of the model. Rotational element 1 (red sphere) rotates according to the information provided by
the sensor placed on the upper arm of the participant. The location of rotational element 2 (green sphere)
depends on the orientation of rotational element 1 and on the vector that defines the distance between these
two elements. It rotates according to the information of the sensor unit located on the forearm. The location of
rotational element 3 (blue sphere) (representing the hand and finger) depends on the location and orientation
of rotational element 2 and on the vector that defines the distance between these two elements. The estimated coordinates of the index finger depend on the location and orientation of rotational element 3 and on the
vector that defines the distance between these two elements. Sensor and arm illustrations were introduced
for aesthetic purposes and to explain the study to the participants. Example trajectories described by the
END-POINT (right) by one EOA patient (yellow), one DCD patient (purple) and one control (blue).

sensors. Once the participant was seated and ready to perform the test, a target was placed in front
of them at about 90% of their reach in order to observe a possible intention tremor. Moreover, in this
way, the movement of the index finger depended mostly on the interaction of upper arm, forearm,
hand and index finger movements and shoulder displacements or trunk bending are minimal. If
possible, participants executed the task at least ten times.
Signal acquisition
We employed a sensor fusion algorithm24 (provided by Shimmer) to obtain the orientation of each
sensor in quaternion form. This information was transmitted via Bluetooth to a computer for further
processing. All signals were sampled at 50 Hz.
Preprocessing
We applied a moving average filter (15th order) to the raw x, y and z signals that define the
trajectory of the END_POINT to smooth the signal. To analyze the spatial trajectories we divided
each movement execution into two trajectories. Nose-to-target trajectory (n2t) corresponded
to the trajectory described from the start of each movement execution (index fingertip of the
participant is placed at their nose) until the fingertip reaches the target. Target-to-nose trajectory
(t2n) corresponded to the trajectory described from the moment the index fingertip touched the
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Figure 2. Example of displacement of the END_POINT along the x, y and z coordinates.

The first and last executions of each trajectory were not employed in the analysis. We show the coordinates
before filtering in grey and the coordinates after filtering in red. The largest peak-to-valley amplitude occurs
for the y coordinate. Therefore, the peaks and valleys of this signal are selected as the start and end points
of each trajectory.

target until it touched the nose. To identify the points that corresponded to the start and end of
n2t and t2n we first located the peaks and valleys of each signal (x, y and z). Then, based on the
peaks and valleys of the three signals, we found the points with largest separation (using euclidian
distance) and they were defined as the start and end points of each n2t and t2n trajectory (Fig. 2).
Upper limb model
The position of the index finger and the trajectories it described was estimated after combining
the movement information (in the form of orientation) of the upper arm, forearm and index finger.
To obtain the estimated trajectories and to standardize all movement executions into fixed
dimensions, we built a 3D model of the upper limb in LabView (Austin, Texas, United States of
America). The model was considered a nine degrees of freedom (DoF) system composed of three
rotational elements (Fig. 1). Each element had three degrees offreedom that corresponded to the
rotations around each axis (X, Y and Z). While each rotational element rotated independently of the
others, their spatial location was not independent. We employed Eq. 1 to transform the attitude
information of each sensor from quaternion form into rotation matrix form. Rotational element 1
was fixed at the origin of the 3D system. The spatial location of rotational element 2 depended on
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the orientation of rotational element 1 and on the vector that defined the distance between these
two elements s1. To obtain this location we multiplied the rotation matrix of rotational element
1 by the vector that defined the initial location of segment 1 (Eq. 2). Similarly, the spatial location
of rotational element 3 depended on the location and orientation of rotational element 2 and on
the vector that defined the distance between these two elements s2. Therefore, we multiplied the
rotation matrix of rotational element 2 by the vector that defines the initial location of segment
2 plus the spatial location of rotational element 2 (Eq. 3). Finally, the estimated coordinates of
END_POINT, which represents the tip of the participant’s index finger, depended on the location
and orientation of rotational element 3 and on the vector that defined the distance between these
two elements s3 (Eq. 4).

Here, Rn is the rotation matrix of rotational element n and qwn, qxn, qyn and qzn are the elements
of the qwn + iqxn + jqyn + kqzn quaternion that represents the attitude of unit sensor n, locn is the
spatial location of rotational element n (where loc1 = (0,0,0)) and si is segment i, where segments
s1 and s2 have length d and segment s3 has length e and width f (where e, d and f are real numbers
that determined the dimensions of each segment and e<d).
The trajectory of the END_POINT was obtained online while the patient was performing
the task. To display each segment in the 3D model the quaternion form was transformed to its
corresponding angle-axis representation (Eq. 5) as follows:

Here, xn, yn and zn correspond to the direction of the axis of rotation, and αn is the angle of the
axis-angle representation.
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Analysis of trajectories
After the identification of each n2t and t2n trajectory, we employed 3D linear interpolation to ensure
that all trajectories were composed of the same number of points (100), to facilitate comparison
between trajectories. For each n2t and t2n trajectory, we defined seven features based on the
movement characteristics of ataxia patients described in the SARA and ICARS. Concretely, we
aimed to quantify dysmetria using spatial features.
Features

PCA (two features)
We employed two features based on principal component analysis (PCA). In PCA, the first principal
component (PC1) captures the largest possible variance in the original dataset (the trajectory in
the 3D space). The second principal component (PC2), orthogonal to PC1, accounts for most of the
remaining variance in the dataset. Together they can be used to describe the plane that captures
the largest possible variance in the data. A typical execution of the finger-to-nose task by a healthy
participant is described by two slightly curved trajectories (n2t and t2n) due to the elbow’s hinging
function (Fig. 3 (left), example of analysis on n2t trajectory). While these trajectories exist in 3D
space, most of their variance can be explained within a 2D plane. In patients with ataxia or DCD poor
coordination can cause irregular trajectories deviating from this plane. We expect a higher explained
variance within this plane in controls than in patients. We expect more uniform trajectories with
fewer abrupt changes in controls than in patients. Therefore, we expect that the amount of variance
captured by PC1 and by PC1 and PC2 together, will be larger in controls than in DCD and ataxia
patients. The explained variances by PC1 and by PC1 and PC2 together for each trajectory, resulted
in the features n2t_PC1, n2t_PC1+PC2, t2n_PC1 and t2n_PC1+PC2.

Curved line similarity analysis (one feature)
The flexion and extension of the elbow during the finger-to-nose test produce curved shapes of
the n2t and t2n trajectories. As described by Manto et al.9, we expect a more prominent curvature
in patients diagnosed with ataxia than in the other two groups (Fig. 1 (right)). To account for this
characteristic, we introduced a feature that estimates the similarity of the trajectory to an adaptable
quadratic Bezier curve. This curve was defined in the plane described by PC1 and PC2 and it was
constructed using the start and end points of the trajectory and a control point defined by the
middle point of the trajectory. To define the position of the control point of the quadratic Bezier
curve we employed PC1 (yellow line in Fig. 3 (left)) and the projection of the trajectory onto the
plane described by PC1 and PC2 (red line in Fig. 3 (left)). A support line was obtained using linear
interpolation from the middle point (sample 50 from 100 samples) of PC1 to the middle point of
the projection of the trajectory onto the plane (Fig. 3 (right)). The control point was defined in the
same direction as the support line but it was located five times farther away than the distance
determined by the support line (Fig. 3 (right)). In this way, the defined curve will depend on the
curvedness of the original trajectory. We determined the similarity of the trajectories to the Bezier
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Figure 3: Similarity of the trajectory to an adaptable quadratic Bezier curve.

Left: PCA analysis. The green dots represent the finger-to-nose trajectory of a participant. The yellow line
represents the projection of the original trajectory onto PC1. The red line (occasionally obstructed by the
original trajectory) is the projection of the original dataset onto the plane (in green) defined by PC1 and PC2.
Right: Curved lines analysis. The green dots represent the finger-to-nose trajectory of a participant. In the top
left corner the Bezier control point used to describe the curved red line is located. The support line (from the
middle point of PC1 to the middle point of the projection of the trajectory into the plane and extended to the
control point) is used to define the position of the control point. The thin red lines connect each point from the
finger-to-nose trajectory to a point of the curved line and define the degree of similarity between the two lines.

curve by calculating the dynamic time warping (DTW)25 distance from each trajectory to the Bezier
curve, resulting in the features n2t_C1 and t2n_C1. DTW distance was preferred over Euclidian
distance because it allows aligning two similar lines in a non-linear manner and because Euclidian
distance is very sensitive to distortion.26

Straight line similarity analysis (one feature)
A different strategy to account for curvedness is to quantify the similarity of the trajectory to a
straight line. We defined a straight line from the start to the end point of each trajectory using linear
interpolation. Like in curved line similarity, DTW was employed to determine the degree of similarity
between the straight line and each trajectory. This resulted in the features n2t_L and t2n_L.

Inter-trial variability (three features)
Inter-trial variability in the trajectories is expected for both patients and controls, however, due to
the lack of coordination, we expect higher inter-trial variability in patients than in controls.9 The
average trajectory in 3D space was calculated averaging all resampled trajectories. We employed
three features that use the average trajectory as a reference to quantify variability. For each
individual trajectory, we calculated the Euclidian distance of each sample point to its corresponding
point in the average trajectory. We selected the mean (n2t_EuM and t2n_EuM) and the standard
deviation (n2t_EuStd and t2n_EuStd) of these distances as features related to inter-trial variability.
We also employed DTW to determine the degree of similarity between each individual trajectory
and the mean trajectory (features n2t_dtwM and t2n_dtwM).
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Classification
We employed 14 features (seven for each n2t trajectory and seven for each t2n trajectory) and the
random forest (RF) supervised classifier for classification. The RF classifier27 employs an ensemble
of decision trees. It has been reported that due to its generally good performance and to its
lack of tendency to overfit it can be considered a reliable classifier choice.28,29 To deal with class
imbalance, we replicated the samples of the smaller classes entered into the classifier. To estimate
the classification error on new unseen data, we used leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV).30 We
used the individual trajectories of the left-out participant to test the classifier. To classify the test
participant in one of the three categories we employed a majority vote strategy. Each trajectory
from the testing data was entered, one by one, into the classifier and classified independently
according to the algorithm. We employed a majority vote strategy to assign each participant to
the category to which most of the individual trajectories were assigned. We defined accuracy as
the percentage of participants that were correctly classified according to the original assessments
(i.e. based on the recruitment criteria).
The features defined in this study are intended to quantify the characteristic attributes of
the finger-to-nose test of patients with ataxia and DCD. Given that they are able to capture these
attributes and that the attributes differ between groups, then their inclusion in a classifier will allow
for positive results. However, their relevance can be discussed. Therefore, we also employed the
feature importance attribute of the RF classifier to quantify the importance of each feature. In this
way, we can indicate whether a feature is relevant for discriminating participants between groups.
Each decision tree of a RF is built on the basis of a random selection of samples and features of the
original dataset. There are different strategies that can be used to build the decision tree. In each
node of the decision tree a feature and a threshold are selected to separate the data. The feature
and threshold are selected to obtain the best class separation according to a specific criterion.31
Some features can accurately separate the data in sub-groups, whereas others do not. It is possible
to rank the features according to their ability to separate the data. This attribute is called feature
importance and it is closely related to the criterion chosen to separate the data. Two examples of
separation criteria are the decrease of node impurity averaged over all trees 32 and the increase of
mean accuracy33. For this study, we built RFs of 300 decision trees. We employed the decrease of
node impurity using the Gini index30 as the separation criterion in each node. We entered every
feature into each node to determine the best separation. The random selection of samples used
to build each decision tree can cause different RFs with the same parameters to obtain different
results. To obtain a better estimate of the performance of the classifier several cross validations
can be employed. 34 We executed the classification procedure 100 times and average the results to
obtain an accurate estimate of the performance of the classifier on new data. In a similar way, we
obtained the mean feature importance by averaging the feature importance of each feature over
all iterations. As a final step, we repeated the same procedure adding age as a feature. Even if age
was not significantly different between groups we were interested in observing its influence in the
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Table I: Patient characteristics
Age
Range (years)
Total SARA score
Range (points)
Finger-to-nose score
Range (points)

DCD
(n=7)
9.6 (2.2)
7-13
2.5 (4.0)*
0.5-11.25
0.5 (0.5)*
0-1

Ataxia (n=9)
13.3 (4.0)
8-19
9.0 (6.8)*
4.5-17
1.0 (0.6)*
0-2

Controls (n=16)
11.8 (3.6)
7-20
0.3 (0.8)*
(0-2.25)
0.0 (0.0)*
0-0.5

Mean (standard deviation) except *: median (interquartile range)
Table II: Confusion matrix for the phenotypical assessment
Prediction
Actual

DCD

Ataxia

Controls

DCD

36.0% (9.9%)

21.0% (10.6%)

43.0% (0.0%)

Ataxia

5.5% (7.8%)

78.0% (31.8%)

16.5% (23.3%)

Controls

15.5% (13.4%)

12.5% (17.7%)

72.0% (4.2%)

Overall mean accuracy 65.8 %: Mean percentage (standard deviation) of participants assigned to each group
Table III: Confusion matrix averaged across 100 iterations with age as feature
Prediction
Actual

DCD

Ataxia

Controls

DCD

57.1%

15.4%

27.5%

Ataxia

13.6%

44.4%

42%

Controls

6.8%

5.6%

87.6%

Confusion matrix of the averaged 100 iterations with age included as a feature. Overall mean accuracy is 69%.

classifier. Therefore, we analyzed the effect of adding this feature in the classifier accuracy and in
the feature importance analysis.

RESULTS
Participants
For patient characteristics, see Table I. Age was normally distributed for the three groups, total
SARA score and finger-to-nose score were normally distributed only for ataxia and DCD groups.
Age was not significantly different between groups (p=0.118). Total SARA scores were significantly
different between groups (Kruskal-Wallis, p<0.001). Post-hoc Mann-Whitney comparison showed
that SARA scores were lower in controls than in DCD patients (p=0.001) and in ataxia patients
(p<0.001) and lower in DCD than in ataxia patients (p=0.002). Finally, finger-to-nose scores were
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Figure 4: Top left - Chord diagram of a single classification employing LOOCV before majority vote. Top right Chord diagram of 100 iterations of the classification algorithm including majority vote. Bottom left - Confusion
matrix of a single classification employing LOOCV after majority vote. Bottom right - confusion matrix of the
averaged 100 iterations.

On the left side of the circle the three possible classifications are displayed. On the right side of the circle the 32
participants with their corresponding label (DCD group=participants 0-6 (purple), ataxia group=participants
7-15 (yellow) and the control group=participants 16-31 (blue)) are displayed. For each participant the chords
indicate the classification of each of their individual trajectories (purple if they were classified as DCD, yellow
if they were classified as ataxia and blue if they were classified as control). The width of the chords indicates
the number of times each participant was classified into each category.

significantly different between groups too (Kruskal-Wallis, p<0.001). Post-hoc Mann-Whitney
comparison revealed that these scores were lower in controls than in DCD patients (p=0.018) and
in ataxia patients (p<0.001) and lower in DCD than in ataxia patients (p=0.016).
Clinical assessment
The phenotypic inter-observer agreement on the presence of ataxia, DCD, or immature motor
behavior was 0.519 (Cohen’s Kappa). To compare the results from the RF to clinical phenotypic
assessment we averaged the results of the two pediatric neurologists (Table II). On average, 36%,
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Figure 5: Average relative feature importance of each feature.

The feature importance according to the decrease of node impurity is normalized across all features. Top: age
is not included as a feature. Bottom: age is included as a feature.

78% and 72% of DCD, Ataxia and Controls were correctly phenotyped according to the original
assessments (i.e. based on the recruitment criteria).
Classification
The results of a single classification employing LOOCV before majority voting are illustrated in Fig.
4 (left). The accuracy of this classification was 71.8%. The results of performing multiple iterations
of the classification procedure are illustrated in Fig. 4(right). The estimated mean accuracy of the
classifier on new data was 70% (SD 3%). On group level, it was 24.8% (SD 6%) for DCD, 74.4% (SD
5%) for ataxia and 87.2% (SD 3%) for controls. On average, 32.3% of patients diagnosed with DCD
were classified in the ataxia group and 42.9% were classified as controls. For ataxia, 20.0% of the
patients were classified as DCD and 5.6% as controls. Finally, 8.9% of controls were classified as
DCD and only 3.9% were classified in the ataxia group.
When age was added as a feature the estimated mean accuracy after performing multiple
iterations was 69% (SD 2%). On group level it was 57.1% (SD 0%), 44.4% (SD 4%) and 87.6% (SD 3%)
for DCD, EOA and controls, respectively (Table III).
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Feature importance
According to the decrease of node impurity the features with largest importance were features
t2n_PC1, t2N_EuM, n2t_C1 and t2n_C1 with a feature importance (averaged across iterations)
of 17%, 13%, 11% and 10%, respectively (Fig. 5, top). These four features account for 52% of the
averaged relative feature importance. When we included age as a feature it was selected as the
most important feature, followed closely by t2N_PC1. The other three features aforementioned
were still at the top of the feature importance ranking.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, we aimed to provide an objective and quantitative classification tool based on
the finger-to-nose test to aid in the differentiation and quantification of coordination impairment
due to EOA, DCD or physiological immaturity in healthy controls. In contrast to other groups 35,
we employed inertial sensors due to their potential of being used during daily assessments.
Analogous to current rating scales, we limited our study to spatial features. Including other features
(e.g. temporal) might improve the phenotype identification performance, but the fact that such
an approach would differ from current evaluation procedures might hinder its potential clinical
implementation. Our results revealed that quantitative analysis of the finger-to-nose test can help
to discriminate EOA patients from controls. They also support the known complexity of assessing
DCD. Future extension of the quantitative analysis, by including gait and other test evaluations, may
further enhance the reliability of this potentially promising ataxia biomarker. With the original 14
features, the automatic classification based on RF obtained 4% higher accuracy than the average
phenotypical assessment by two pediatric neurologists. Distinguishing DCD patients from the
other two groups by the objective finger-to-nose test proved to be more difficult. Three reasons
could possibly explain these results. First, mild ataxia in young EOA patients is often recognizable
by gait disturbances17, indicating that abnormal movements in the finger-to-nose test might be
less predominant during early stages of initiating ataxia. This may suggest that by adding gait
features into our classifier its performance could be improved. Second, as implicated by the
guidelines, slight ataxic features may also be present in DCD phenotypes, but may never prevail.
Due to the conceptual overlap, which could also explain the significantly lower SARA scores in
DCD than EOA patients, ‘milder’ DCD symptoms may be harder to discern from controls. Third, the
similarity in the features of DCD patients may not have been strong enough to form its own cluster
in feature space. There are many hypotheses concerning the neural correlates of DCD. Children with
DCD present with heterogeneous symptoms, indicating that DCD might be a container concept
consisting of different, more or less subtle, movement abnormalities.13,14 In our study, it appears
that the features of this group are distributed between the subspaces defined by the ataxia and
control groups. Based on the poor classification of DCD patients and on the percentage of EOA
patients misclassified as DCD we conclude that the selected features did not allow an accurate
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discrimination between DCD patients and the two other groups. Bradley et al.36 suggested that
for DCD patients problems in accurate visual-spatial representation might result in a less efficient
movement strategy. However, our results and the fact that currently DCD is only diagnosed after
the diagnosis of ataxia is discarded, reflect the difficulty in characterizing features that are unique
to the DCD population. Fig. 3 (left) illustrates that for patients 10, 12 and for almost all DCD patients
no consistent pattern in task execution was found. Even for healthy participants 27 and 28 this
variability is present, illustrating the difficulty of interpreting coordination in a young population in
whom coordination is still developing. This variability in older children might indicate sub-optimal
motor behavior.
While age was not significantly different between groups, and the overall classification
accuracy obtained when age was entered as a feature is very similar, the effect of age can be seen
in the group accuracies. We believe that the higher accuracy in DCD and control groups indicates
that the development of coordination can be captured by the “age” feature, however this effect is
not necessarily present in EOA.
Feature t2n_PC1 was the most important feature according to the decrease of node
impurity criterion. It captures the maximum amount of variance in the original trajectory that can
be explained by a single vector in 3D space. Therefore, it allows discriminating between consistent
trajectories without abrupt curves and very irregular ones. This result is consistent with the ICARS
evaluation, which for the finger-to-nose test includes a subcomponent to analyze the lack of
coordination from the target to the nose. The second feature, in order of importance (t2n_EuM),
quantifies the deviation from the mean trajectory. It reflects the large inter-trial variability present in
cerebellar patients, which has been observed in previous work, as well 9. Features n2t_C1 and t2n_
C1 also stood out in the feature importance ranking. They express the similarity of the trajectory
to a curve. Their presence in the top of the ranking is congruent with the observations of Manto et
al.9, who state that cerebellar patients present an increased trajectory curvature.
There are a few study limitations that could be improved in further research. We recognize
that a higher sampling rate could provide a better estimate of movement. This could also lead to
features that capture specific movement aspects such as the overshoot described in the SARA.
Other technical aspects that we believe will lead to further improvement are less susceptibility to
artifacts and miniaturization. The framework employed permitted instant feedback, prevented
us from having missing data and more importantly, did not impose a burden on the patient or the
assessor. We believe that future studies employing similar methodologies to the one here presented
can improve the identification of disorders with overlapping symptoms. However, to be adopted in
the clinic, they have to be designed taking into account the movement, energy and time limitations
of the patient. This study is a step in that direction.
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CONCLUSION
We here present an automatic classification of children diagnosed with ataxia or DCD and agematched controls based on features of the finger-to-nose test. The automatic classifier is able
to distinguish between ataxic finger-to-nose trajectories and physiologically immature fingerto-nose trajectories of healthy children. The recognition of DCD was less consistent, which may
reflect the lack of a clear neurologic substrate underlying the diagnosis. Furthermore, there is a
phenotypic overlap between ataxia and DCD coordination impairment (which may include some
mild ataxic features) on the one hand and also between physiologically immature coordination
and DCD coordination impairment, on the other hand. Regarding the partly overlapping fingerto-nose characteristics between ataxia and DCD, phenotypic assessment is thus still advisory
preceding automatic EOA classification. However, considering the fact that automatic classification
by only one of four kinetic subtests (even without subsequent gait analysis), was able to identify over
80% of the ataxic patients, we conclude that this technique can provide an objective supportive
biomarker for both phenotypic EOA recognition and quantification. We expect that extending the
use of movement sensors to different tests will improve the classification accuracy, achieving a tool
that could be used for diagnostic support. We also presented an analysis to determine the most
relevant features to discriminate between these populations which points out the features that are
worth exploring in subsequent studies.
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